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EDUCATION GONE WILD

A Thanksgiving Letter to College Students
“Check your privilege” or “count your blessings”?

ear College Students,

Happy Thanksgiving! You may be tired of stories about Pilgrims and Puritans, so consider instead a

word you’ve heard and probably spoken about: privilege. You may have even accused someone of being

privileged. But do you really know what privilege is? Can you describe it?

Privilege is, by all accounts, bad. It denotes a form of unauthorized advantage, illicit power, or unearned

status and describes unjust circumstances. A privileged person may, wittingly or unwittingly, demean

others or fail to appreciate the di�culties — social, �nancial, or otherwise — faced by those without (or

with less) privilege.

Privilege has become a term of attack. Consider the imperative: “Check your privilege!”

As an accusation, privilege foments feelings of guilt and anger in the accused. Naturally, people grow

defensive when they are called privileged, especially if they have worked hard to get where they are today.
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Imagine you’re a poor, white, working-class boy from Alabama (my home state) who has labored your way

through college and into your �rst job. It’s a good job — in insurance, let’s say — and you’re �nally earning

a respectable paycheck.

You’ve grown up on a rural farm, in a modest house, shared a bedroom with three siblings, and studied late

into the night for years, working odd jobs on the side. Now you’re told your accomplishments — including

your new insurance gig — were not merited but merely the result of privilege, of some institutional or

systemic advantage common to anyone who looks like you.

How would you feel?

Let’s take it a step further.

Your parents were encouraging and nurturing; they instilled in you the values of tenacity and diligence and

the virtue of hard work. They were good to you. They raised you right. They never abused you. Had you been

born into other circumstances, you might not be the person you became.

Are you privileged? Is it wrong, immoral, or unfair for you to hold your position or to bene�t from your

parents’ instruction? You have loans and credit card debt, so you can’t just surrender your job to someone

less fortunate in the name of justice or equality. You need the money and will spend it responsibly. And

wouldn’t your employers and clients prefer to have you, the proven achiever, helping them?

The years you devoted to pursue your goals were di�cult and unpleasant. It would have been easier to kick

up your feet and relax, maybe watch a little television after a long day’s work rather than pushing yourself

to read Shakespeare, study for exams, or learn calculus. You could have chosen leisure or pleasure rather

than the discipline necessary to advance your career. But you chose discipline. Shouldn’t your parents be

commended rather than maligned for sacri�cing on your behalf and imparting wise lessons?

Yet someone is angry at you for something you can’t help, for immutable characteristics you did not select,

such as your race or family. They’re angry because your parents and teachers inspired you to work. They

demand that you forfeit a portion of your earnings or your property and give it to strangers you do not know

and will not meet.

Is this right? Is this moral?

Here’s one reason why the term privilege is misguided: it often irresponsibly triggers negative emotions for

divisive political purposes. Its goal is to enrage, not to clarify or understand. If we want to be loving and

compassionate, we might reframe privilege in terms of blessings. The latter involves feelings of gratitude

and appreciation.
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Our less secular forbears understood blessings as favors bestowed by God. “God is able to bless you

abundantly,” says 2 Corinthians 9:8, “so that in all things at all times, having all that you need, you will

abound in every good work.” Blessings are good; they’re gifts from heaven, from God himself.

Our Constitution was created, in part, to “secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.” The

notion of blessings is deeply embedded in Christian teaching and closely related to the concept of grace. No

one deserves heaven; we’re all sinners. But Jesus Christ died so that anyone can inherit his eternal kingdom.

Why not stop thinking in terms of privilege and start thinking in terms of blessings? Doing so could lead us

out of envy, resentment, hate, and jealousy. It might make us thankful and thoughtful rather than resentful

and outraged.

If you were, in fact, born with blessings that others don’t have, don’t feel guilty or ashamed about it. Just

know that to whom much is given, much is required. Help those in need. Use your blessings to bless others.

Invest in your community. Love your friends and neighbors. You might just discover that true blessings are

found in the giving.

Allen Mendenhall is associate dean of Faulkner University Thomas Goode Jones School of Law and

executive director of the Blackstone & Burke Center for Law & Liberty. Visit his website at

AllenMendenhall.com.
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Dancin Fool • a day ago

Privilege was getting your guts blown all over Omaha Beach and these little schiffs enjoy the fruits of that privilege
every day

 6△ ▽

• Reply •

Soulice  • a day ago> Dancin Fool

Bingo! You win the internet today.

 1△ ▽

• Reply •

squalis • a day ago

"Here’s one reason why the term privilege is USED: it often triggers negative emotions for divisive political purposes.
Its goal is to enrage, not to clarify or understand."

Fixed it for the KarmaBoy, osages, Joe Decaro's, and Jack London's of the world.
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• Reply •

SUBVET  • a day ago> squalis

mommy....!....daddy is looking at me.....

△ ▽

• Reply •

Soulice • a day ago

I would like some privilege, 80 hour work weeks are wearing me out.

 2△ ▽

scruffyleon • a day ago • edited

Proper decent actual education needs to be restored to institutions of higher learning and to the lower schools that
prepare 
students with basic knowledge needed for life in the real world instead of schools being tasked at brainwashing students
with 
Marxist ideology that serves a dystopian agenda. Manufacturing brainwashed PC and SJW zombies like some
Machiavellian and diabolical twist on the theme of the old scifi movie.
The Mutant Chronicles is not the business in which schools should be in. Colleges have become vectors and incubators
for subversive 
ideology and the hammer needs to be brought down hard to stop that pathological behavior that is simply EVIL
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• Reply •

gy g p p g p y
masquerading as education.

 1△ ▽

• Reply •

Vito • a day ago

Good essay. Thanks.

"You need the money and will spend it responsibly."

Why make such a defensive statement? If you earned it, you don't need to minimize or apologize. How you spend it is
your business. Be glad that you earned it, and realize that the government is always positioned to steal it from you, by
force if necessary.

 1△ ▽

• Reply •

PopSeal • a day ago

The realties of life can "unspoil" a child. More challenges and problems than they can ever escape, depending upon the
teachability of the punk in question tap them on the shoulder with, "You are not special and you can be easily
replaced!". Broken relationships, a poor work history, and injury make up the "rebukes of life" that direct any of us to
change our ways. 
It's amusing to watch an arrogant kid 'get his comeuppance'.

 1△ ▽

• Reply •

MikeyDe • 4 hours ago

Privilege, is the desire to learn a skill that some entrepreneur will pay you for. The remainder is up to you. There is no
"white privilege", that is gold plated University BS.

△ ▽

• Reply •

spartacus • 19 hours ago

you know ... none of this had to be this way ...we should have listened to our "CREATOR" ... we reap what we have sown
... this is not "HIS" world it's ours run by the god of this world 'satan' ... believe what you chose to believe ... rationalize
it any way you want ... this "IS NOT" ... i repeat , this is not "HIS" world ... this is our mess ... and what a mess we have
made .......

△ ▽

• Reply •

PolishKnightUSA • 20 hours ago

A hilarious viral video that went around. It starts out looking like some religious inspirational message. Then... you get
hit with The Guilt. "What? Your parents didn't sleep around and do crack? You're so privileged! Feel guilty!"

https://www.youtube.com/wat...

△ ▽

• Reply •

vanfanel • 21 hours ago • edited

Excellent piece. One simple reminder of God's blessings does more to instill generosity than all the emotional blackmail
in the world.

△ ▽

• Reply •

MaxMaxExtreme ✓Christian • a day ago

I stopped at ""Privilege is, by all accounts, bad.""

Privilege is subjective and has somehow been redefined into a pejorative against hard working people trying to make a
better life for themselves, and their families. Saying somebody is privileged as a pejorative is pure 100% ENVY...

△ ▽

PolishKnightUSA  • 20 hours ago> MaxMaxExtreme ✓Christian

I had a conversation years ago with a feminist who claimed that she was oppressed. She was a housewife
married to a wealthy college professor. She argued that she was "oppressed" because while a working class man
had "independence" and could earn his own keep, she had to "depend" upon her husband for her
(comparatively) lavish lifestyle
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• Reply •

(comparatively) lavish lifestyle.

Note: She wasn't being ironic or sarcastic. This was her actual thinking.

 1△ ▽

• Reply •

MaxMaxExtreme ✓Christian  • 18 hours ago> PolishKnightUSA

There's no doubt that people will use conceptional subjective terms to form their arguments when trying
to cover lies. Call them out and they'll usually get angry for being caught in their deception, from my
experience.

△ ▽

• Reply •

vanfanel  • 21 hours ago • edited> MaxMaxExtreme ✓Christian

I'd recommend finishing the article; you may like where he goes with it.

△ ▽

• Reply •

Roguedog • a day ago

Don't read anymore I reach my limit with one article.

△ ▽

• Reply •

Gary • a day ago • edited

Good article Dean Mendenhall -- thank you. I just hope that if arrested for trespass, vandalism, or assault, some of
these misguided folks will not avail themselves of the attorney-client evidentiary privilege when they meet their
defense attorney. After all, that word connotes such "negativity" the defendant should forgo such privilege and let his
attorney tell the cops everything. That would be justice, right?

△ ▽

• Reply •

Don East • a day ago

Usually just say Steven hawking had a job till he passed. You are not special

△ ▽

• Reply •

osage1948 • a day ago • edited

‘No spying occurred’: Fox News host fact checks Trump and Bill Barr for lying about FBI surveillance

"The Fox News host asked USA Today correspondent Courtney Subramanian if she expects Trump or Barr to recant
their earlier claims about FBI “spying.”

https://www.rawstory.com/20...

MORE RELENTLESS LYING FROM TRUMP AND BARR .....AND REPUBLICANS STILL CAN'T SEE THE
CRIMINAL COVER-UP?!

△  ▽ 1

• Reply •

scruffyleon  • a day ago • edited> osage1948

Wait for the report - these "leakers" haven't read the report - it hasn't come out. Meanwhile:

President @realDonaldTrump visits U.S. Soldiers at Bagram Airfield in Afghanistan….
pic.twitter.com/HpHd6PxEqn
— Dan Scavino Jr.🇺🇸 (@Scavino45) November 28, 2019

United States Army General and the 20th Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Mark Milley introduces the 45th
President of the United States @realDonaldTrump at Bagram Airfield in Afghanistan. HAPPY
THANKSGIVING!!🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/uMRA5t5yyk
— Dan Scavino Jr.🇺🇸 (@Scavino45) November 28, 2019
2△ ▽
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